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The occurrence of antler artefacts on prehistoric European archaeological sites is one of the most interesting evidence of highly 
developed manufacturing system in these times (fig.1). Among the wide range of different categories of such artefacts, especially 
interesting, on account of the way of using, tend to be hammer adzes made of antler which are known from the Mesolithic archaeological 
sites (fig. 2,3). The main goal of our experimental program was to verify the existing theories about the possible ways of use of such a 
artefacts. For this purpose, a series of experiments were carried out including chopping, striking, cutting wood, meat, bone. The study was 
complemented with use-wear analysis, which allowed to document and study, all of the use-wear traces occurring during the using 
replicas of Mesolithic artefacts which have been made. 

Methods

The deer antlers (Cervus elaphus) came from wild animals living in the Organic Farms in Czeplin and Dabrówka (Poland).  All of the 
experiments were conducted at least four times and taking into account the different variables. In addition was made accurate 
photographic documentation and drawings at various stages of experimentation.  After a series of experiments all of the tools were 
subjected to microscopic examination, to detect  diagnostic use-wear traces. Varied duration of the experiments allowed to documented 
the different stages of all possible changes on the tools and summary them with selected archaeological material. Microscopic analysis 
were made using a Zeiss-Axiotech microscope (with magnification range up to 18x). Photomicrographs were taken with an Canon A620 
camera attached to the microscope.

fig.3 Krzyý Wielkopolski, site 7, Poland. 
(after Kabaciñski J. et al.,  2008, p.255) 

fig.2 Mullerup, site 1, Denmark. 
(after David E., 1999, p.480)

fig. 1 Drawing of the skeleton of  
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by Mesolithic man  

(after Koz³owski S.K.,  2009, p.54) 
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Experiments

Chopping wood  (fig. 4a)
During the works we have chopped dozens of wood. We cut still growing young deciduous trees (trunk diameter of approximately 6 to 10 
cm). Next  attempt was chopping lying trunks (also deciduous trees) which were a bit more dry and hard (diameter between 5 to 10 cm). The 
most effective method of cutting the wood  was to struck it around and then broke.  At first, work went slowly, in one case tool broke near the 
handle.  Still, after some practice,  chopping with axes proved to be very effective. 
Hitting the animal carcasses (fig.4b)
In this part of the experiment tools were used for hitting the fresh pig carcasses, from which we removed skin and switched it on a fresh 
deerskin (pig skin was to fat and to thick). After that,  whole was mounted on a haystack. Carcasses were hitting dozens of times. The goal of 
this part was to simulate killing of the animal by the mesolithic man. Adzes well fulfill their role. The blade entered deeply into the carcasses, 
cutting meat and crushing single bones. 
Digging in different types of soil (fig.4c)
Experiments were conducted in two different soil conditions - clay and sand with some grass and roots. There were also some small stones 
in the soil. Tools were used for around half to one hour. Digging process wasn`t very effective. The cutting edge quickly has dulled. It appears 
that in some cases the angle of working edge was too large so the tool does`t enter  deep into the ground.

Use-wear analysis 

Chopping wood  
The working edges of all tools for wood procesing are covered by the very clearly visible use wear traces. On some parts of the cutting 
edges it was observed single breakages and scars  with a step terminations (mostly situated  on the dorsal side). They had length 
usually about 0.5-0.8 cm, a width of about 1 cm. In all cases cuting edge is strongly rounded (fig. 5a) and covered with polish -  bright, with 
flat/pitted topography, smooth texture; farther from the edge more rough, linear. It occurs together with delicate linear traces (mostly 
single filled in strations). Polish completely covers the blade and destroy the traces of grinding.

Digging the soil 
The working edges were usually covered with breakages. On the ventral side we noticed quite strong destruction of a spongy bone, on 
the dorsal side -  small breakage with step terminations. The cutting edges usually were also a little bit rounded and destroyed by peck 
ness. The surface of a working edges is covered by perpendicular linear traces, mostly dark and filled in strations. We had noticed no 
polish. It is replaced by linear roughness (fig. 5b), what seems to be the most typical for this type of tools.

Hitting the animal carcasses
On the working edges of the tools used this way the only clear type of use wear traces we had noticed is perpendicular peck ness of the 
cutting edge visible as the discontinuous line along the edge. 

Fig.4. Experimental works.  
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fig. 5 Microphotograph of selected use-wear traces. 

Conclusions

Described traces obtained through experiments are very often similar to those  observed on the original mesolithic tools. Differences between various activities are also good 
visible. However, we have to still remember that all visible traces depends  on working conditions, type of processed raw material  and working time. The presented  issue 
certainly requires further research. During the analysis of the material, many new problems and questions have arised, e.g. how to distinguish prehistoric antler hammer adzes 
related to the processing of meat from unused, postdepositionaly destroyed artefacts? The use wear analyses conducted in the project suggests also that we can have a problem 
in differentation between the prehistoric tools used for hide and wood processing. However, thanks to the conducted experiments we gained a rich database of tools that will 
serve as a comparative base for archaeological artefacts.  Results of currently conducted works allow for optimism about the searching of possibly methods of using antler 
hammer adzes.
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